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National Curriculum links: 

A) The study of an aspect or theme in British history that consolidates and extends pupils’ 

chronological knowledge from before 1066  

B) Ideas, political power, industry and empire: Britain, 1745-1901  
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Context 

Paternalism evolved emerged in the 19th century with the industrial revolution, growing out of the 

earlier system of patronage. Now, instead of a wealthy or noble patron supporting those they valued, 

employers viewed themselves as father figures for their workforce, providing such things as 

housing, education and welfare. 

Paternalism is often seen as a way to impose the employer’s moral values upon their employees. For 
example, the Ford Motor Company in the United States would monitor employees bank accounts, 
church attendance and family life. 

 

Lesson Ideas: 

1. Was Titus Salt a paternalist? 

Using the buildings in Saltaire create an argument as to whether Titus Salt fits the definition of a 

paternalist i.e. he wouldn’t build a pub in Saltaire but didn’t stop workers drinking outside the 

village, he built two churches but didn’t monitor attendance. 

2. Was paternalism a good or bad thing? 

Paternalism was the forerunner to the welfare state and meant workers were often healthier and 

better educated than in earlier systems. However, it also allowed employers to exert control over the 

workers.  

3. Compare and contrast two paternalists: Titus Salt and Samuel Cunliffe-Lister. 

Both men owned and ran factories in Bradford around the same time and both provided resources 
for their workers. Research both figures using the Saltaire Village Info website as a starting point for 
Titus. 
 
4. A study through time of changing society – from patronage to paternalism to the welfare state. 

Research and examine how the different social systems functioned and what caused one to change to 
the next. 
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